
With NetCrunch, you 
always know exactly what is 
happening with your critical 
applications, servers, and 
devices.

Document
Explore physical and logi-
cal network topology in a 
variety of dynamic, graphi-
cal, and customized views 
automatically updated for 
new discovered nodes.

Monitor
Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, 
BSD and NetWare operating 
systems and  SNMP (v1-3) 
devices, everything without 
installing any agents. 

Manage
Centralize fault and perfor-
mance management, data 
collection and advanced 
alerts for events received 
from various sources includ-
ing Windows Event Log, 
syslog and SNMP traps.

AdRem Software provides network management solutions for businesses that seek affordable ways to maximize ROI on IT infrastructures. 
AdRem’s products allow IT Departments to graphically represent and monitor their network infrastructure, address problems in real-time, and 
perform capacity planning.

NetCrunch 6
Network Monitoring Server

AdRem
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Discover the network

NetCrunch automatically  discovers  all TCP/IP 
nodes and creates accurate logical and physical 
views of the network topology. In order to make 
the network discovery process complete, the 
program is shipped with predefined dynamic 
views and pre-configured Monitoring Polices so 
each discovered device is automatically classi-
fied and added to the relevant views

Dicovering network ser vices

NetCrunch detects over 65 network services running 
on the discovered nodes. You can easily add a new 
definition by specifying request and reply patterns. 

Monitoring DepenDencies

NetCrunch determines relations between networks 
and intermediate routers, to set up the monitoring 
dependencies for each node. 

Properly set up dependencies are essential for the 
monitoring of networks spread across distant loca-
tions. Monitoring dependencies are used to eliminate 
faked events caused by a router or switch malfunc-
tion.

icMp & snMp
The program uses both the ICMP & SNMP (v1-3) pro-
tocols for the discovery. For a more accurate repre-
sentation of the network, it also scans other  
network resources such as Active Directory, Work-
groups, and eDirectory. 

Device classification

Having scanned the network, NetCrunch determines 
whether the discovered asset is a server, router, 
switch, printer, or any other device. Version 6 intro-
duces new node classifications to make them more 
flexible to manage. 

NetCrunch allows gathering hardware and 
software data, based on which, the user can 
manage changes. In order to collect inventory 
information, the program performs audits. 

auDits available on winDows

The audits can only be run on Windows machines, to 
which the user is successfully logged in.

Data collecting

The program performs hardware, software, operating 
system and disk scans in order to collect information.

inventory
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Network Atlas contains all the views and 
monitored nodes.  While some views represent 
a group of nodes and can be drawn as maps, 
the others represent real time values of per-
formance counters and they can be shown as 
charts or gauges.

DynaMic views

Views can be dynamic - created by a filtering rule (sql 
like query), or can be created manually. 

NetCrunch comes with many predefined views such 
as: IP networks, Routing Map, Physical Segments, 
Servers, Switches, Maps with Issues and others. 

logical networks

NetCrunch automatically maintains and arranges 
maps of logical IP networks. 

physical segMents

NetCrunch can discover and present the physical 
connections between switches and nodes on the 
physical topology maps. 

Program automatically updates the physical maps if 
new nodes or connection changes are discovered. 

routing

A Routing map details the logical connection struc-
ture between routers and networks.  

organize by views

NetCrunch includes hundreds of rules that de-
fine events to be monitored and specify data to 
be collected for reports.

One node can be assigned to multiple monitor-
ing policies; it can also have its own defined 
policy that may override the map or atlas policy 
definitions.

Monitoring policies

Dynamic policies apply for dynamic network views: 
NetCrunch automatically assigns nodes to a selected 
monitoring policy based on the defined criteria (i.e. 
Windows System, switch model).

Static policies are used for manual  
management of nodes by the drag-and-drop opera-
tion to a selected policy.

Use preDefineD monitoring rUles
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http/https

Monitor multiple URLs, 
checking their availabil-
ity. Monitor page header 
and content.  

pop3

Periodically check 
authentication to the 
POP3 service with given 
credentials.

smtp

Check it by sending test 
e-mail message to spe-
cific e-mail address.

ftp

Monitor authentication, 
check  file directory for 
changes,  download  file 
to verify its content.

Dns

Resolve IP address or 
DNS name to verify if 
the response matches 
predefined  pattern. 

user experience Monitors available in netcrunch 6

Everything connected to the network can be 
considered as a service. If there is a device on 
the network it always meets its purpose, that 
is to provide a specific service. There are only 
different methods of checking the availability of 
services.

basic Monitoring

Some of the services (devices) can be checked by a 
simple PING whereas some others can be checked 
thoroughly by the Network Services monitors. The 
monitors are called intelligent pings because they 
check not only connectivity but also the response 
received.

NetCrunch monitors the availability of over 65 
predefined TCP/UDP network services, including 

DNS, FTP, HTTP, POP3, SMTP, etc. It monitors the 
performance of network services measured upon a 
number of packets sent and received, response time, 
and percentage of packets received and lost. 

The monitored services can be customized and 
administrators can easily add new definitions.

aDvanceD Monitoring  
user experience Monitors

Monitoring of some important services can be 
performed on multiple levels. As the low level checks 
only a basic service answer (it’s usually some kind 
of HELLO), the higher levels of monitoring check a 
service specific areas such as authentication (HTTP, 
FTP, POP3, SMTP) or if a service is operating properly 
(e.g. downloading a file, receiving and sending a test 
e-mail). 

watch the availability
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There are various reasons to monitor the net-
work performance. One of them may be to 
check  the quality of a given service, the other 
may be to identify bottlenecks for the future 
expansion planning . 

NetCrunch supports the agent less performance 
monitoring of various network devices (SNMP), oper-
ating systems, and applications running on Windows 
or UNIX/Linux platforms. This is realized by the moni-
toring of selected performance counters values and 
by triggering alerts. All the values can be collected 
and stored for the long term trend analysis. 

networking Devices

Program supports the monitoring of diversified hard-
ware devices using SNMP v1-3. It can actively check 
the SNMP counters or passively receive the SNMP 
traps or syslog messages.

operating systeMs

Program enables the agent less monitoring of servers 
(Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, BSD and NetWare) from 
an unified interface. NetCrunch requires the admin-
istrator credentials to connect to servers and gather 
the statistics about the performance of counters.

applications

Program offers the performance monitoring of appli-
cations running on Windows or other systems (Linux, 
NetWare, Unix, etc.). For systems such as Windows or 
NetWare, program retrieves the performance data 
using system protocols (RPC, WMI, Win API, NCP). 
For other systems (Unix/Linux and other), the SNMP 
agent can be used.

real-tiMe statistics anD trenD analysis

Program presents recently collected data on real-
time charts showing the performance of counters 
over the last hours. It is also possible to view a histori-
cal trend of counters with the distribution of values.

thresholD baseD Monitoring

It is possible to setup thresholds for performance 
counters, including a basic level (counter value 

exceeds/drops below threshold value), existence 
(any value received/not received from counter), state 
(counter value equal to threshold value for specific 
period), and unexpected change (counter value 
deviates from average of recently received values by 
specific percentage).

keep an eye on the performance
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NetCrunch processes events received from 
a variety of sources. Some of them may be 
external such as SNMP Traps or Windows Event 
Log entries. Other events can be generated by 
NetCrunch including Monitoring Events (a node 
state changed) or Atlas Events (a new node 
discovered). 

The diagram  describes the types and sources of 
NetCrunch events.

alerts = events + actions

When an event comes to the NetCrunch Event 
Manager, it is first written to the Event Database 
and then the program processes and executes the 
actions defined for the event. Actions can be defined 
on different levels - for each node or group of nodes 
(map, atlas).

alert escalation anD correlation

Actions assigned to an event can be performed 
immediately or after some time if the event has not 
been cleared.

Most of the built-in events are correlated and when 
the event condition changes they are automatically 
cleared.

For example, when a given event is received by 
NetCrunch, the desktop notification is immediately 
displayed. If the alert is not acknowledged or cleared 
within the next 15 minutes, the computer may be 
restarted.

alerting

An alert is a list of actions triggered by a specific 
event. Actions can be used to notify a user about the 
problem, perform a diagnostic task, execute a correc-
tive action/script or log event details. 

Alerts can be set on each type of an event that is 
monitored by NetCrunch including: availability, 
performance and external events (Syslog, SNMP Trap, 
and Windows Event Log).

notifications

NetCrunch enables notifications based on the user 
profile notification policy.

The user profile includes user’s contact details (e-mail, 
phone number, etc), delivery schedule, and the mes-
sage format. 

 

centralize event management anD alerting

NetCrunch Event
Manager

SNMP Traps Syslog
Messages

Windows
Event Log

NetCrunch Events

State 
Events

Performance
Threshold

Events

Advanced
Services
Events

Atlas 
Events
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Desktop 
 » Speak Alert 
 » Play Sound 
 » Desktop Notification Window 
 » Add Traceroute to alert message 
 » Add Network Services status to 

alert message 

notifications 
 » Notify user or group 

basic notifications 
 » E-mainl 
 » Pager 
 » SMS via E-mail 
 » SMS via GSM 

 » ICQ Message 
 » Jabber Message 

control actions
 » Run Windows Program 
 » Run Windows Script 
 » Run SSH Script 
 » Run NetWare Commands 
 » Restart Computer 
 » Shutdown Computer 
 » Set SNMP Variable 
 » Terminate Windows Process 
 » Start, Stop, Pause Win. Service 
 » Wake on LAN 

internal
 » Change Node Monitoring State
 » Modify Node Issue List
 » Set Event Arrived Issue
 » Clear Event Arrived Issue

logging
 » Write to file 
 » Write to Windows Event Log
 » Write to unique file 
 » Send SNMP alert 
 » Send syslog message

preDefineD scripts

linux 
 » Shutdown Linux Machine

 » Reboot Linux Machine
 » Restart Linux SNMP Daemon 
 » Mount CD-ROM 
 » Dismount CD-ROM 

netware 
 » Down NetWare Server 
 » Restart NetWare Server 
 » Load FTP NLM 
 » Unload FTP NLM  

 
WindoWs 
 » Run Disk Defragmenter 
 » Start SNMP Service 
 » Stop SNMP Service 

alerting actions available in netcrunch 6

Netcrunch can be administered by remote 
GUI console which allows fastest access to all 
program data.  In other way users can logged in 
to NetCrunch using web browser which gives 
convenient access to monitoring data.

All the remote access sessions can be logged by 
NetCrunch showing who connected remotely to 
NetCrunch, from what IP address and what tasks they 
performed. 

A fast and secure communication with 
NetCrunch is possible due to the encryption and 
compression algorithm.

reMote aDMinistration console

NetCrunch 6 can be configured remotely using 
Administration Console. Highly optimized remote 
access protocol gives multiple administrators fast ac-
cess to NetCrunch data. Multiple NetCrunch servers 
can be also easily accessed from single workstation.

web-baseD client

The web-based client allows viewing maps, events, 
reports, trends or SNMP information. Administrators 
can use it to change the monitoring configurations 
or acknowledge alerts. 

access remotely


